Change is hard. We talk about change as an opportunity and that growth can't come without change, but we all know that change, even good change, means we all have to find our way in a new land.

This has been a year of change. Due to the increase in IOLTA interest rates, the State Bar doubled IOLTA grants next year. We secured $20 million in homelessness prevention funding. We supported a champion legislator to more than double funding for Shriver Civil Counsel Act projects. Community development grants funded by cannabis tax revenue started this year and will grow.

We have truly, finally, recovered from the economic downturn of a decade ago that decimated funding for our community.

But with this change comes a challenge.

Each of you have struggled to fill positions. Many of you shared that the pipeline for new legal aid attorneys has slowed to a trickle. We partnered with the State Bar to survey over 2,000 law students to learn about career choices. We found out that there is a huge "public interest drift" of students who start law school planning to go into public interest, but choose a different path by graduation.

Preventing that drift is our community’s biggest challenge in the years ahead. We must offer more internships so that law students see how rewarding a career in legal aid can be. We must pay law students for their internships so they don't take on more debt. We must fund a robust statewide loan repayment assistance program to replace the broken Federal Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program. We must be there for the next generation of legal aid attorneys. And when they join us, we must show them we value them by incorporating practices to prevent burnout. We must also have a sea change in salaries across our sector.

A third of legal aid attorneys plan to leave in the next two years – the majority for financial reasons. We are risking the rich diversity of our community by forcing out talented and committed attorneys who cannot work for low wages.

This will be hard – but we’ve succeeded in the past when we never thought it was possible. We’ve reaped rewards that were planted long ago in different political climates. We are committed to finding the path forward to a meaningful LRAP program, higher wages, and supported staff. LAAC is up for the challenge, and I know you are, too.
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LAAC is proud to report that this is the first year we are large enough to warrant audited financials. Our auditors have completed the field work and will have our July 2018-June 2019 financials complete soon, but not by the time of this publication. You can access our financials by going to www.LAAConline.org, or by requesting via email to info@LAAConline.org.
Converged on the Capitol for LAAC’s 2nd Annual Legal Aid Day in Sacramento to inform the legislature of the value and necessity of funding legal aid.

**30 Member Orgs**

**$11M** in New Shriver Funds

**2 Dan Bradley Fellowships Awarded**

**$1,850,000** Opened Up in Cannabis Tax Revenue Grants

**400+** participants at the Pathways to Justice Conference

**200 Attorneys Free Litigation Training**

**7 Translated Resources Into Languages on LawHelpCA.org**

**Recognized Five Individuals for Their Outstanding Work in Legal Aid**

LAAC partnered with NITA to bring **$1,850,000** opened up in cannabis tax revenue grants.
On February 27th, 2019, LAAC convened our Second Annual Legal Aid Day in Sacramento at the State Capitol. We coordinated over 30 attorneys and advocates from organizations that provide services to low-income Californians. Along with LAAC staff, volunteers met with nearly 40 legislators or their staff. We informed lawmakers about what legal aid does, how free legal services to low-income people in their region strengthens the safety net, and how California is behind many other states in supporting legal aid through the state budget. In mobilizing the legal aid community at Legal Aid Day in Sacramento, we were able to ensure that our legislators heard the legal aid community's collective voice.

“The California legal aid community should feel comforted that they are well represented in Sacramento. It was clear when we met with legislators that they knew LAAC, they understood EAF, and they valued the role legal aid plays in helping protect access to justice.”

-Fay Gordon, Justice in Aging
Over the past year, LAAC launched a new training program in partnership with the National Institute on Trial Advocacy (NITA), which teaches lawyers valuable "learn-by-doing" trial and deposition skills. These highly-regarded trainings are usually expensive and out of reach for nonprofits (up to $3,000 per person per training). Because of LAAC's partnership with NITA, we offered the trainings for free (or at a very low cost) to legal aid attorneys.

Together with NITA, we trained nearly 200 legal aid attorneys from 50 legal aid organizations across the state. We will continue offering this amazing opportunity at no cost in 2020.

“Incredibly valuable and helpful training. I enjoyed all of the faculty and was very impressed by their breadth of knowledge and willingness to help all the NITA participants grow and learn.”

-LAAC-NITA Participant
This summer, LAAC launched our second Recruitment and Retention study, following up on our 2010 report. LAAC coordinated a set of surveys for current and former legal aid attorneys. 56 legal aid organizations participated, with 1,064 current attorneys completing the survey, and 408 former attorneys completing a survey to share why they left their organizations.

In partnership with the State Bar of California, we then launched a set of focus groups designed to better understand what current law students think about a career in civil legal aid, and what, if any, barriers exist to launching such a career. Nineteen focus groups were convened with law students in summer legal aid internships, bringing together 70 law students from nearly 20 legal aid organizations to discuss their perceptions of a career in legal aid. The results will be released in a report soon.

“It was really rewarding to be in a legal aid office where someone would come in, pay no money out of pocket, and get adequate legal representation that would completely transform their lives.”

-Anonymous Legal Aid Intern
The Justice in Government Project (JGP) is a national project out of American University. LAAC leads the California effort to embed civil legal services into existing state agencies to unlock funding for legal aid nonprofits. From our advocacy effort at the California Office of Emergency Services, more than $25 million in new funding was earmarked for legal aid nonprofits since 2016.

We're thrilled to announce that as of October 2019, the California Commission on Access to Justice (CalATJ) is now an independent nonprofit and is partnering with LAAC.

For over 22 years, CalATJ worked to increase resources and improve methods of helping Californians facing legal problems. CalATJ will continue to partner with the State Bar and other stakeholders on these efforts, but now with more independence to tackle tough issues.

To learn more, visit www.CalATJ.org.
Recognizing excellence

Every year, LAAC honors extraordinary individuals in our community for their hard work in legal services. This year, LAAC recognized Sharon Ngim for her career-long commitment to improving the lives of low-income Californians.

Sharon worked at the State Bar for over 30 years. Her colleagues remember her as caring, thoughtful, and dedicated to access to justice. "Sharon was like the bright star who always wanted to make sure others shined brighter," says Sharon's close friend and colleague, Phong Wong.

In her honor, LAAC and Sharon's family created an award for those who demonstrate cultural humility and dedication to the legal aid community.

Above: Sharon Ngim; Right: Salena Copeland, Elizabeth Hom, Rachel Mock, Nadine Lai.
Anthony spent the summer working at California Rural Legal Assistance, Inc. (CRLA) on housing and eviction cases for migrant workers, know-your-rights workshops, research into courts upholding Jameson v. Desta, and field monitoring of rural California farms to encourage their compliance with state and federal health and safety standards.

Jorge interned at Legal Aid of Marin (LAM) and focused on housing and employment law. He was also able to take two trips to west Marin and connect with farm workers on two dairy farms. This is part of LAM's strategy to bring more visibility to rural farm workers in the area.

In most years, LAAC awards one Dan Bradley Fellowship (of $3,000) to a law student working on a rural project at a LAAC member organization. But thanks to our incredible donors, we were able to award two Dan Bradley Fellowships in 2019. Our Fellows were Anthony Lee and Jorge Lopez Espindola. Thank you to our members, donors, and fellows for making this opportunity a reality!

Anthony Lee

Jorge Lopez Espindola
Awards of Merit

We also honored four other individuals with Awards of Merit for their dedicated work to improving access to justice for low-income people. These honorees are nominated by their peers and are often working behind the scenes to balance the scales. In 2019, our honorees were: Jonathan Reader for Outstanding Client; Martin Kohan for Outstanding Volunteer; Linda Petite for Outstanding Paralegal; and Bob Capistrano for Outstanding Legal Services Attorney.

From left to right: Darrell Moore, Michelle Carey, Salena Copeland, Rachel Mock, Martin Kohan, Jonathan Reader, John Anthony Alaimo, Linda Petite, Ariella Hyman, and Rebekah Evenson.

Advocacy

Our coordination and advocacy led to some big wins in 2019, including:

- $20M in one-time funds for the Equal Access Fund through the State Budget.
- $2.5M for the Shriver Civil Counsel Projects, for organizations who largely provide services in family law and eviction matters.
- Passage of AB 330 (Gabriel), which also expands funding for legal aid programs via the Shriver Civil Counsel Act, an estimated $11M in annual funding.
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

In 2019, LAAC created the Inclusion, Diversity, and Equity in Legal Aid (IDEAL) board committee dedicated to improving and supporting our members around diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) issues. The committee is busy working on the first ever DEI toolkit for legal aid service providers and will make it available for free to the community in 2020. We are also now offering on-site DEI trainings for member organizations.

Self-Care & Wellness

It's no secret that legal aid providers experience high rates of vicarious trauma and burnout which critically impact recruitment and retention community-wide. Research shows self-care helps. In an effort to deepen our level of support, LAAC is rolling out new wellness benefits, including mindfulness retreats for legal aid attorneys and a Wellness Summit in 2020. Check our website for more information and how to claim your benefits.
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